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Figure 1: Vectorization in a customizable and aesthetical way: (a) Input raster image, (b) Sample vector output obtained using segmentation
and Catmull Rom spline approximation

Abstract

Vectorization of images is a key concern uniting computer graphics
and computer vision communities. In this paper we are present-
ing a novel idea for efficient, customizable vectorization of raster
images, based on Catmull Rom spline fitting. The algorithm main-
tains a good balance between photo-realism and photo abstraction,
and hence is applicable to applications with artistic concerns or ap-
plications where less information loss is crucial. The resulting al-
gorithm is fast, parallelizable and can satisfy general soft realtime
requirements. Moreover, the smoothness of the vectorized images
aesthetically outperforms outputs of many polygon-based methods.

Keywords: vectorization, vector conversion, image processing,
segmentation

1 Introduction

By the advancements in digital photography, image processing and
computer vision techniques, many file formats for representing
raster images become available. Indeed, most of these imagefor-
mats are no different than each other, since they all use pixels rep-
resentations. However, representing images in pixels brings certain
drawbacks. Being non-scalable is the main problem that the en-
tire digital art world complains about. However, there are more
disadvantages then there seems to be. For example, people work-
ing in the field of digital art may desire a more non-realisticimage
representation which is smoother or more cartoon-like withcertain
artistic modalities. In addition, they may require more control over
different structures or segments in the image. Digital artists have
more tendency in using curved structures other than polygons. That
would give them more control over the drawing and a rather smooth
look, which cannot be achieved by polygonal rendering techniques.
Apart from these possible artistic expectations, one may require a
more mathematical representation of what he actually sees and per-
ceives in a photograph. In all of these cases, vector representations
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of images can come handy.

Vector graphics use geometrical primitives to express a raster im-
age. With the help of these primitives, they happen to be morecom-
pact, editable, scalable, resolution-independent and even smaller in
file size. Such properties also make them amenable for portable ap-
plications. Vectorization, which is the name given to the technology
to convert raster images into vector formats, paves the way for ex-
panding the area of usability of vector images, and their integration
to digital art.

This paper proposes a novel raster to vector conversion algorithm
which is highly capable, efficient, extensible and customizable. It
doesn’t solve any linear systems, doesn’t perform any non-linear
optimizations and it doesn’t use complicated data structures like
meshes. For the reasons above, the algorithm has a relatively
low computational cost, and it is easy to implement. Becausethe
method takes advantage of Catmull Rom splines, the resulting im-
ages have a smooth look, which is desirable in most of the cases.
Certain additional attempts have been made to reduce the final size
of the generated vector file. Although, generated vector images
are not restricted to be exported in a specific vector file format, we
used SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) in this paper. Those images
can also be exported in many other common formats such as EPS
(Encapsulated PostScrit) or PDF (Portable Document Format).

Our algorithm relies on a relatively good segmentation method,
where many methods can be used depending on the purpose of
the vectorization. By using over-segmented and under-segmented
images, the user can preserve more details for realistic styles or
consciously lose information for cartoon-like results, respectively.
After segmenting the input image, the rest of the algorithm con-
centrates on 3 main problems: Finding the segment boundaries,
smoothing the segment boundaries by splines and reformatting
these splines for generation of vector files. Finally, an efficient,
parallelizable algorithm for generating smooth vectors isachieved.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 reviews the relation-
ship of this work to previous approaches, section 3 explainsour
method step by step, section 4 offers sample segmentation methods
for different look and feel, section 5 provides vectorization results
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and evaluates them. Finally we conclude in section 6 with a sum-
mary of the algorithm presented and a discussion of the future work.

2 Background

The history of vectorization process begins from scanned-line art,
black-white images and continues to evolve to maps, cartoondraw-
ings and finally realistic images. Various approaches have been
proposed to solve the same problem. Unfortunately, most of these
works focus on line drawings, fonts, texts, and sketches which are in
fact binary images with a sparse set of pixels in the region ofinter-
est [Selinger 2003], [Fan et al. 2004], [X. Hilaire 2006]. Others use
simpler algorithms that try to use only polygons, or polylines to de-
scribe the vector drawing [Battiato et al. 2006]. Even though there
are improvements made in terms of output sizes, adaptive vertex
selection, these methods lack the smoothness and have little artis-
tic aspects [Battiato et al. 2006], [Battiatoa et al. 2005].There are
more sophisticated algorithms used in tools like Adobe LiveTrace
[Adobe 2009]. However, there are 2 main downsides in using such
methods. First of all, even though they especially target the digital
art community, the algorithms proposed by Adobe or CorelDraw
require too much parameter tuning. There even exist detailed tuto-
rials on how to obtain good results. Second downside is that these
algorithms are dependent on a single, integrated segmentation algo-
rithm that’s not very customizable. It also limits the creativity and
customizability. There are certain other methods proposedto pre-
serve the gradient information in segmentation, such as topology
preserving gradient meshes. However, the improvements in that
technology require non-standard vector drawing structures and def-
initions, which are obviously not supported in any of SVG, EPS or
PDF. Because generally non-linear optimizations are of concern the
efficiency of these algorithms are low, in general [Sun et al.2007].

3 Our Approach

Our approach is basically based on splitting the image into regions
by using an image segmentation method, and representing these
regions by curve sets each of which represents a closed boundary.

Image segmentation methods used for this work are briefly dis-
cussed in Chapter 4. The order of segmentation determines the level
of detail in vector output, i.e. an over-segmented image produces a
high detail vector output, whereas an undersegmented imagepro-
duces a low detail vector output.

Suggested vectorization method is composed of four main oper-
ations applied on segmentation output, sequentially. First of all,
boundaries between regions are generated; secondly, the boundary
pieces around each region is determined; thirdly, some points on
these pieces are sampled and splines are fitted on these points; and
finally, these curves are sorted and written in an SVG file as closed
curves with specific fill colors. These steps are explained indetail
in following subsections.

3.1 Generating Subpixel Region Boundaries

A segmentation outputI is nothing but a label image which stores
the label (i) of corresponding region (Ri) for each pixel with coor-
dinates(x, y), wherex = 0, 1, .., wI − 1 andy = 0, 1, .., hI − 1.
wI andhI are width and height ofI , respectively. Output of a sam-
ple segmentation, withwI = 5 andhI = 5, is shown in Figure 2.

A subpixel boundary imageS is initialized with width (wS) and
height (hS) such as:wS = 2 × wI − 1 andhS = 2 × hI − 1. S
is a binary image which shows nothing but subpixel edges between

Figure 2: A sample segmentation output

pixels with different label values inI , and it is defined as follows:

S(x, y) =































































(if (x is odd and y is even)
and

if (I((x+ 1)/2, y/2) 6=
I((x− 1)/2, y/2)))

1 or
(if (x is even and y is odd)

and
if (I(x/2, (y + 1)/2) 6=
I(x/2, (y − 1)/2)))

0 otherwise

(1)

wherex = 0, 1, .., wS − 1 andy = 0, 1, .., hS − 1.

By using (1), the found edge pixels of sample segmentation output
shown in Figure 2 is given in Figure 3. The labels of regions are
also shown on the subpixel edge image in Figure 3.

Figure 3: A sample subpixel edge image.

Furthermore,S is processed to fill the gaps between edge pixels and
find junction points, which are of high importance for the remaning
procedure of our method. The gaps are filled to obtain 8-connected
boundary pieces (2).

S(x, y) =



































if (S(x+ 1, y) = 1 and
S(x− 1, y) = 1 )

1 or
if (S(x, y + 1) = 1 and

S(x, y − 1) = 1)

S(x, y) otherwise

(2)

wherex = 1, 3, .., wS − 2 and y = 1, 3, .., hS − 2, i.e. (2) is
evaluated for only subpixel locations which are between potential
edge pixels found by (1).

A junction pointis a point where more than two regions are neig-
bour to each other. This is valid for locations having more two
neighbour edge pixels. Edge pixels are classified dependingon this



condition as shown in (3).

J(x, y) =











1 if S(x+ 1, y) + S(x− 1, y)+
S(x, y + 1) + S(x, y − 1) > 2

0 otherwise

(3)

wherex = 1, 3, .., wS − 2 andy = 1, 3, .., hS − 2.

A sample final subpixel edge image is shown in Figure 4, on which
the gaps are filled according to (2) and junction points are marked
in blue according to (3).

Figure 4: A sample final subpixel edge image.

3.2 Extracting Boundary Pieces

A boundary piecebk, which is nothing but a connected and ordered
list of points, is a curve segment virtually seperating two different
regionsRi andRj in S. A boundary can exist in three different
forms: as a curve between two junction points, as a single closed
curve, as a curve starting and ending in borders ofS.

Firstly,S is processed to extract the boundary pieces between junc-
tion points found by using (3). Then,S is searched for other two
possible forms of pieces. Extraction step includes storingthe list of
points in every piece by using a classical 8-connected curvetracing
algorithm. Closed pieces are stored in a different list, since they
will be rendered at last for them not to be over-painted by an encap-
sulating region, in final vector image.

In addition, a listNi for each regionRi in S is generated. While
extracting eachopenboundary piecebk, its indexk is pushed into
the listsNi andNj of separated regions, which areRi andRj ,
respectively. It is done to store the information of enclosing pieces
for every region.

3.3 Fitting Spline On A Boundary Piece

A spline is a piecewise polynomial function used to approximate a
shape by fitting curve on an ordered set of points. It is widelyused
in computer graphics, since they are easy to construct and evaluate.
In addition, it is an accurate way of representing more complex
shapes by fitting smooth curves. That is why, fitting a spline on a
predetermined list of points is a feasible solution to approximate a
boundary piece in a smooth and efficient way.

A spline curve is evaluated by using the parametric equationgiven
in (4).

C(u) = UMP T (4)

where U is the parameter vector defined asU =
[

u3 u2 u 1
]

, P is the control point vector on
which the spline curve will be fitted and it is defined as
P =

[

p−1 p0 p1 p2
]

, andM is the characteristic matrix
of used spline.

A Catmull-Rom Spline is a local cubic spline and it can be specified
with the matrixMcatmull given in (5). Catmull-Rom Spline has C1
continuity, local control, and interpolation, but does notlie within
the convex hull of their control points.

Mcatmull =
1

2







−1 3 −3 1
2 −5 4 −1

−1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0






(5)

For Catmull-Rom situation the spline curve is calculated using (4)
from p0 to p1 by incrementingu from 0 to 1.

Catmull-Rom Spline passes from its control points{p0,p1}, which
is not a common property for all types of splines. This property
makes Catmull-Rom Spline appropriate for our situation since fitted
curve has to pass from the junction points in order not to leave gaps
between regions. This situation will be explained in detailin section
3.4.

To represent a boundary piece by a spline, curve points are sampled
uniformly. The end points of the boundary piece should be selected
as control points independent of the sampling resolution.

In vector images, generally, Cubic Bezier Pieces are used torepre-
sent curves. A Cubic Bezier Piece is defined by four control points:
Pb =

[

pb−1 pb0 pb1 pb2
]

and it passes only frompb−1 andpb2.
pb0 andpb1 are used to define the shape of the curve. At this point,
we should find a method to represent a Catmull-Rom Spline curve
by Cubic Bezier Pieces.

A Cubic Bezier Piece can be specified with the matrixMbezier

given in (6). Cubic Bezier Piece is also evaluated parametrically
by using (4).

Mbezier =







−1 3 −3 1
3 −6 3 0

−3 3 0 0
1 0 0 0






(6)

To represent a Catmull-Rom Spline curve segment (Cc) between
pc0 andpc1 and defined by control points

[

pc−1 pc0 pc1 pc2
]

,
a Cubic Bezier Piece (Cb) defined by control points
[

pb−1 pb0 pb1 pb2
]

should be calculated. It is clear
that,pb−1 = pc0 andpb2 = pc1 to fix the end points of both curves.
Two extra control pointspb0 andpb1 should be generated forCb.

The parametric equations forCc andCb are equal to each other as
shown in (7), since they define the same curve.Pb is found as (8)
by doing necessary cancellations on (7).

Cb = Cc

UMbezierP
T
b = UMcatmullP

T
c (7)

MbezierP
T
b = McatmullP

T
c

P T
b = M−1

bezierMcatmullP
T
c

Pb = (M−1
bezierMcatmullP

T
c )T (8)

(8) is evaluated for only the elementspb0, pb1 of Pb. Therefore, (8)
can be decomposed into two linear equations given in (9) and (10).

pb0 = −
pc−1

6
+ pc0 +

pc1
6

(9)

pb1 =
pc0
6

+ pc1 −
pc2
6

(10)



Furthermore, C1 continuity (continuity of first derivative) should
be satisfied at common points of consecutive pieces, to obtain a
smooth curve. This is achieved by keeping the distanceD−1,0 be-
tweenpb−1 andpb0 of a piece equal to the distanceD1,2 betweenpb1
andpb2 of the previous piece, wherepb−1 of the current piece andpb2
of the previous piece are actually the same point. Therefore, after
calculatingpb0 andpb1 for first Cubic Bezier Piece,pb0 of following
pieces are calcuated using the C1 continuity constraint (11) instead
of using (9).

pb0 = 2× pb−1 − p
′b
1 (11)

wherep
′b
1 is from the previous piece.

The above methodology can be used to convert different typesof
splines by using theirM matrix. For our situation, it is enough to
convert Catmull-Rom Spline to a Cubic Bezier Piece.

3.4 Writing SVG Vector Image

An SVG image is basically formed by using primitive types of ge-
ometrical shapes, their stroke width values, stroke color values and
fill color values. For our method, closed boundaries of regions will
be represented by paths composed of several curves and lines. A
line between (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) is added to a path by code seg-
ment:

x1,y1 L x2,y2

whereas, a Cubic Bezier Piece is added in the following way:

x1,y1 C x2,y2 x3,y3 x4,y4

wherePb =
[

(x1, y1) (x2, y2) (x3, y3) (x4, y4)
]

.

Up to this point, boundary pieces around each region is determined
and stored in a listNi for each regionRi. In addition, for re-
gions, which are neighbour to the image borders, image border
piece around each regionRi is determined and pushed to its neigh-
bour listNi.

For each region, the open boundary pieces in the listNi are sorted
according to their start and end points to form a closed region
boundary together. After that, control points, which are necessary
to fit curves, are uniformly sampled (start and end points of the
pieces are preserved by explicitly inserting them as control points).
Uniform sampling is a process which actually randomizes theshape
of the boundary. For different purposes, different sampling strate-
gies can be evolved.

x andy coordinates of sampled points are multiplied by0.5 since
they are obtained from subpixel edge image. For boundary pieces
represented by only two control points lines are used instead of Cu-
bic Bezier Pieces, whereas for boundary pieces representedby more
than two control points, Catmull-Rom to Cubic Bezier Piece con-
version, which is described in section 3.3, is performed andCubic
Bezier Pieces are defined with calculated points.

All curves and lines forming a closed boundary are concatenated
as a singlepath statement in the SVG file. The fill color is auto-
matically selected depending on the enclosed region (mean color,
median color, etc.).

Furthermore, theclosedboundary pieces, which were stored in a
seperate boundary piece list as told in section 3.2, are actually holes
in previously drawn regions. Therefore, they are written inSVG file
at last in order them to be visible in the vector image.

4 Image Segmentation

This paper presents 3 choices of segmentation methods. These
methods are chosen because they are fast, and produce artistically
varying results.

4.1 Statistical Region Merging (SRM)

In SRM [Nock and Nielsen 2004], image is considered to be a per-
fect unknown scene. In such a scene pixels are represented bya
set of distributions from which the colors are sampled. Thisfor-
mulation can also be referred as an inference problem, wherethe
statistical regions are seeked. The resulting regions are assumed to
obey the following homogeneity constraints: a) Inside any statisti-
cal region and given any color channel R,G,B the statisticalpixels
have the same expectation for this color channel. b) The expec-
tations of adjacent statistical regions are different for at least one
color channelR,G,B.

After defining such rules, using the independent bounded differ-
ence inequality Nock and Nielsen derived the following similarity
predicate:

P (R,R′) =

{

true, if |R′
i −Ri| ≤

√

b2(R) + b2(R′)

false, otherwise
(12)

where

b(R) =

√

1

2Q|R|
ln(

|R|R||

δ
) (13)

For the sorting of pixels before merging the similar regions, Nock
and Nielsen propose a maximization of a distance function:

f(p, p′) = maxa∈R,G,B fa(p, p
′) (14)

For the choice offa a direct absolute difference method is applied
(Also used in our experiments). Other than that, a sobel gradient
of the image can also be used. Here is a quick overview of our im-
plementation: 1) In the beginning, each pixel forms one region 2)
Setup the observed mean values for each channel: R=I at the begin-
ning 3) Obtain edge pairs by traversing the image and using south
and east neighbors, and record difference 4) Sort the edges accord-
ing to f(p, p′) 5) Merge the similar regions (union-find) while up-
dating observed means according to equation. 6) Merge the small
regions (union-find) while updating observed means 7) Obtain the
label map

4.2 Color Structure Coding (CSC)

CSC [Sturm and Priese 2003] is a hierarchical region-growing
technique performed on a special hexagonal topology, constructed
by islands of different levels. It consists of two phases which are
linking phase (Hexagonal Topology representation) and segmenta-
tion phases. Below we shortly explain these phases.

4.2.1 Hexagonal Topology

In Figure 5, the hexagonal topology of the islands is presented. the
smallest circles denote the pixels and each 7 pixels are grouped
together to form 0th Island Level. Seven 0 Level Islands are com-
posed to form 1st Island Level. This procedure is repeated until
the entire image is grouped into Island Level N, where N is thelast
island level. This iterative algorithm is called the linking phase.



Figure 5: Hexagonal Topology. Only Island Level 3 is shown.

Applying this structure to an orthogonal bitmap could be tricky.
Because this topology cannot represent the orthagonality,y axis of
the hexagonal lattice is scaled and each second row is shifted by half
unit to left. Therefore, the shapes of the islands are altered. This
new representation is consistent with the hexagonal topology and
the distorted islands can directly be used in orthogonal lattice. The
intersection of a level N island with another level N island always
includes a level N-1 island. The smallest island is referredas a
pixel.

4.2.2 Segmentation

In the segmentation phase the pixels in similar colors in an is-
land are grouped into code elements. The similarity measureis
simply defined by a binary threshold mapping. If Euclidean dis-
tance between two colors is smaller than a certain threshold, the
images are said to be similar. Increasing this value leads tounder-
segmentation. Other color metrics could also be defined. This map-
ping is iterated through the entire hierarchy.

Because CSC is a hierarchical representation CSC is really fast and
successful in preserving global features. These properties make it
one of the best algorithms in terms of speed and robustness.

4.3 Graphs

A very straightforward approach which is similar to SRM is simple
graph based segmentation [Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher 2004].
Being also efficient, this technique produces more abstractresults
than SRM and CSC. It also uses a pair-wise comparison predicate
(D) , which is defined as

D(C1, C2) =

{

true, if Dif(C1, C2) > MInt(C1, C2) ≤ 0

false, otherwise
(15)

Where C’s being different components (regions) and the minimum
internal difference (Mint) is defined as

MInt(C1, C2) = min(Int(C1) + τ (C1), Int(C2) + τ (C2))
(16)

Dif(C1, C2) = minvi∈C1,vj∈C2,(vi,vj)∈E w(vi, vj) (17)

And internal difference:

Int(C) = maxe∈MST (C,E) w(e) (18)

where w denote the edge weights and MST the minimum spanning
tree of the graph. The threshold functionτ (T ) exists to compensate
for small components and thus is defined asτ (C) = k/|C| with

k being a constant and|C| the size of C. Please note that, smaller
components are allowed when there is a sufficiently large difference
between neighboring components.

The common ground which’s shared by all these segmentation
methods is that they all output for each region the list of pixels
belonging to it. The rest of the algorithm uses this output asits
input.

5 Results

5.1 Quality Evaluation

Output quality of suggested vectorization algorithm is evaluated in
two different aspects. Since we mainly consider the artistic aspect
of vectorization operation, evaluating the output vector images in
aesthetics manner is primary corcern of this work.

In our method, sampling resolution of control point vectorP , which
is described in section 3.2, determines the smoothness of each fit-
ted curve. This situation can be observed in Figure 6 for different
control point resolutions. As can be seen in (a) and (b), selecting
control points close on a curve lets you preserve the shape ofa re-
gion. However, this is not the desired situation all the time. Since
most artists prefer less complex region borders and less detail to
obtain an abstract model of the input image, our method has a great
advantage over others. By selecting less control point on any curve,
one can get rid of unnecessary or unwanted detail as shown in (c)
and (d) in Figure 6.

a b

c d

e f

Figure 6: Vectorization results of(a)with sampling resolution val-
ues:(b) 1/10, (c) 1/20, (d) 1/50, (e)1/100, (f) 1/200

Also, the type and amount of segmentation determines the amount
of detail. In Figure 7, various vectorization outputs obtained by
making use of different segmentation techniques, which arede-
scribed in section 4, are shown. The parameters of segmentation
operations are selected intuitively, whereas the control point selec-
tion resolution parameter of vectorization operations areset to the
same value (1/100) for (b), (c), (d). It can be easily seen that flex-
ibility of using any segmentation technique with our method, gives
the freedom to obtain a wide variety of styles.



a b

c d

Figure 7: (a) Input image, (b) Sample Vectorization using SRM, (c)
Sample Vectorization using (CSC), (d) Sample Vectorization using
Graphs

Another evaluation aspect, which is memory efficiency of theway
an image is represented, is evaluated and compared with other vec-
torization methods in literature. To be able to do this, somecom-
monly used test images are vectorized by setting necessary param-
eters in order to obtain outputs which are visually comparable with
the outputs of other methods. Some commonly used test images
are determined from [Battiato et al. 2006], [Battiatoa et al. 2005].
When Figure 8 is examined, it is seen that the vector images are
similar Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) scores.

Figure 8: PSNR scores of various vectorization results.

At this point, the efficiency of the algorithm can be observedfrom
its bits per pixel (bpp) value. bpp scores of compared vectorimages
are given in Figure 9 which is taken from [Battiato et al. 2006] for
other vectorization methods. As seen from Figure 8 and Figure 9,
our method has slightly worse efficiency rank among the vector-
ization tools compared. This is due to the determined operational
priorities which are aesthetics and operation speed. Further stud-
ies can be performed to optimize the bpp values, but we will not
mention it in this paper. Instead, we will evaluate its run time per-
formance.

5.2 Performance Evaluation

There is no significant cost of the algorithm other than the junc-
tion point extraction, which isO(4 ∗ N2). Since the rest of the
algorithm operates directly only on the extracted contoursbetween
the junction points, it’s efficient both in terms of memory and cpu

Figure 9: bpp scores of various vectorization results.

resources. Such a property makes it suitable for (soft) realtime ap-
plications, where speed is an important concern. We observed that
vectorization algorithm works realtime in small webcam images
with sizes under 480x360 approximately. The algorithm is only
sensitive to the number of segmented regions, or in other words
to number of paths connecting the junction points. If the image is
over-segmented the number of junction points, and hence thenum-
ber of paths increase. That causes a slow down in the overall run-
time. Luckily, the path construction part has a parallel nature. Each
spline fit can be performed independently. Hence the algorithm can
be parallelized both on CPUs and GPUs. This parallelizationover-
comes the problem of over-segmentation, and causes the algorithm
run reasonably fast even if the number of splines increases.Obvi-
ously, so far we have ignored the cost of image segmentation,and
rendering the output vector image. One should have a fast segmen-
tation algorithm when speed is important.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel approach for soft real-time vec-
torization of raster images, using spline approximation ofsegmen-
tation boundaries. We noted that the algorithm is highly customiz-
able through using different segmentation methods, control point
selection techniques and choosing different parameters, such as
control point distance. Moreover, we mentioned that our algorithm
is reasonably easy to implement, easy to parallelize, robust and gen-
erates small svg files when spline approximation is optimized. Fi-
nally, it enjoys the smoothness of spline curves on segmentation
boundaries, giving the output a unique aesthetic look. Further re-
search will be on selection of control points, using different splines,
parallelization with hard real-time constraints. We will also try to
combine our technique with other methods in the literature to come
up with faster and perceptually more meaningful results.
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